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Prudential 100 London Surrey Ride.
Sue Couture, Kevin Douglas, Debby Hollings, Gia Margolis, Angela Prescott.
This time last year a few members from Wheel Easy became very over excited and decided to
enter the ballot for the London Prudential ride and by March this year two of us had made the
ballot and three entered on a charity place. Although Box Hill had been mentioned it was not
until we received our final instructions at the end of June that we realised we were not going to
enjoy a nice flat sightseeing tour around the streets of London.
As the time got nearer and with weekly bulletins with instructions for our ride we began to
wonder if this had been a good idea. We were encouraged by our Wheel Easy and family wellwishers and our natural training ground, those hills, our friends!
On Saturday with all of us nervous, we distracted ourselves with family visits and taking part in
the weekend festival.
Our final hurdle on Sunday morning was to get to the start in the allotted wave and find each
other somewhere along the route. It was a beautiful morning, my son Sam cycled with me
through quiet London streets, along the canal and into the Olympic Park which was looking
fabulous with thousands of cyclists. The atmosphere was great, all kinds of bikes, and our
touring bikes not entirely out of place. Kevin arrived having used the cable car over the river,
Sue, Angela and Debby from various points in the capital. The first groups were setting off at
6.00, we were the last group to leave at 9.00 and consequently with less time to finish the ride
before the possibility of being swept up by the Pro race following us. This only added to the
pressure we were feeling. BUT it was a beautiful day, Kevin, eagle eyed, spotted a gap in a
barrier, and collected four of us together so we just had to meet Angela who would be waiting at
the first drinks stop in Westminster.
While waiting in line surrounded by sparkling carbon bikes a young official photographer spied
my Spa bike and called out that he was looking to buy one! Well done Colin T and John from
Spa. Three of us were on Spa Audax bikes, which were excellent, comfy and whilst some on
those pesky carbon bikes were tumbling off up Newlands Corner and Leith Hill we were up there,
no problem.
Cycling along empty dual carriageways, tunnels, through red traffic lights took a little getting
used to but the sense of space and freedom riding along closed roads was a real treat. From the
Olympic Park we cycled through Fleet Street to Westminster where we met up with Angela and
on at some speed towards Chiswick. Here the sign GO GIA was held up by one of my sisters and
nephews on one side of the road, then another sister further on down, responded to Angela’s
shout, “Where are we Gia?”

We met Theresa, Monica W’s friend at the Olympic Park and along the route and with our Wheel
Easy shirts there were shouts of ”come on Wheel Easy”.
From Chiswick we made it with good time to spare through Richmond Park, high up along the
river and to Hampton Court which was one of the first cut off points. From there we were cycling
easily, the weather was perfect, plenty of drinks stops and food stops although the queues were
long, and we were glad that between us we had enough food. Useful things these panniers!
Some of the towns we passed through had festivals, with live music and lots of people, residents
along the route were out with their picnics. Cycling in large numbers was made easier with riders
calling out, especially on some of the downhill sections where there were some falls but
thankfully we kept out of trouble. The climb up Box Hill was gorgeous, fantastic road surface,
sheltered from the sun by the trees and the reward of the wonderful views below. All Wheel
Easy members could ride up Box Hill!
In Dorking and one other town we were held up by a cycle traffic jam, but it was very pleasant
standing, chatting, sharing jelly babies.
Somehow, we think due to an accident, our route was shortened to 95 miles but as we had all
cycled to the start and were cycling back we did not feel short-changed.
When we realised that our arrival at The Mall was going to be earlier than we thought we
advised our reception committee to be ready. The final few miles through Wimbledon and
Putney was relaxed and we met to cycle along together for the final stretch along The Mall.
Malcolm was waiting on the corner, camera at the ready as we enjoyed the glorious sunshine,
crowds and pleasure of having completed the ride.
We felt it was a great achievement, we did miss the nice long café stops, we did no special
training except you could say that cycling with Wheel Easy twice a week all year round is pretty
special (apologies to those still working), it was well organised and a great day out and a big
thank you to all our families, supporters and their encouragement. Gia

Short Ride
Ride uneventful. Sue could not come with us for the full ride but we took on her proposed route
with various other suggestions. Most of the suggestions were regarding would there be a cafe
stop! The most important feature of this ride was the cafe stop funnily enough. We tried the
Watermill at the Lido. Wonderful cafe, loo you could read a book in or eat off the floor. Great
cakes and scones to die for if you were lucky enough to get one. We will definitely be
back. Sarah Everson continued the ride around Knaresborough and it was probably around the
15 mile mark. Jean

Medium Ride
Only one leader and a largish group called for the establishment of a safety rule, viz. on
appropriate roads, see four riders ahead and leave an overtaking gap (21.7 metres was merely a
suggestion). You know what WE’s like, so we weren’t expecting much. However, it seemed to
work reasonably well, with Oberst Schmit as back marker giving the peloton’s performance a
score of 7. Out of 10, I think. This performance was no doubt helped by him barking out
reminders from time to time [cooing gentle encouragement, surely? Ed].
The only possible café stop on this route was Tancred Farm (tick VG), near Whixley, which had
more cyclists, including EGs, than one could shake a stick at. Since by now we numbered 15 we
actually spent 57’40” at this stop (thanks, Graham).
So, well rested, we did the remaining 15 miles on a variety of routes home.
Thanks are due particularly today to back marker Joe. One of his duties was to investigate a
suspected puncture. It was just an under inflated tyre, however. To the question, “When did you
last put some air in the tyres?” came the reply, “A while ago.”
35 miles and a grand day out. Paul B

Medium+ Ride
We were supposed to be the “fast” contingent, but lethargy and alacrity in equal measures from
my group and from Liz’s group, in turn, muddied the waters of who belonged to whom.
Stump Cross café produced the customary warm hospitality, but also sadly advised of the fatality
at Dibble Bridge.
Our thoughts and condolences go out to the friends and relatives of the poor cyclist who went
over the bridge there.

This sombre news kept us all thoughtful on the descent into Appletreewick, previous groupings
by now having split asunder.
A most pleasant ride was enjoyed by yours truly, and a few fellow EG’s as well as a couple of
young bloods, who allowed Terry to lead them astray up the Hills of Langbar and beyond.
The route was completed in good time and fair weather, and thanks to all for yet another
pleasant day out; apologies to those who found me riding a bit too slow for them; I hope you all
made it back OK. Dave S

Medium+ Liz's Ride
Route 135, Little Almscliffe, Stumps Cross, Bolton Abbey, Ilkley, Kirkby Overblow.
Ten set off at a slightly slower pace than Dave S's medium plus on the prescribed route. John
soon surged on and Jackie left us at Stumps Cross, our 1st refreshment stop, where we were
well looked after. To reach Stumps Cross was a first for many of us and we were excited to get
that far even in the cold and slight drizzle. From there we zoomed down the hill (as did many

cars as the other road was closed at Dibbles Bridge) as the weather got better and the
wonderful views opened out in front of us. At Bolton Abbey there was a photographic session
then on to our next stop at Cockpit Farm. From here tiredness ( and maybe delirium!) was
setting in and as we headed to Kirkby Overblow there were a few questions as to whether we
should have returned on the quicker and much hillier route via Farnley and Stainburn Forest! I
think most were very happy to have made it much further into Wharfedale than ever before and
riding just under 60 miles. Thanks for everyone's company and support, Justin for being an
excellent and very patient back marker and Jeanie for feeding us all with jelly babies! Liz P

Long Ride
Five riders decided to take part in today’s Long Ride. Although the route is relatively short for a
long ride at approximately 65 miles it does include 4,750 feet of climbing. The ride included part
of the recent Tour de Yorkshire in and around Haworth. Unusually for a long ride three
refreshments stops were called for, namely, the first stop was at a pub in Steeton, the second in
a railway carriage at Oxenhope, and the third in Otley. The last one was only achieved by
missing out one of the climbs so we could arrive in Otley before closing time. Despite the
occasional presence of dark clouds and humid conditions we managed to stay dry but very
sweaty. Peter J

Off Road Ride
A drizzly drive to Settle wasn't a promising start, but it had just about stopped by the time the
five of us were ready to go cycling. As the forecast was better in the afternoon than the
morning, I reversed the published route in the hope of getting a view at Sulber. Minor road
through Little Stainforth to Helwith bridge, then Horton in Ribblesdale where we set off up the
Pennine Way. Martin found an ingenious way of getting somebody else to carry his rucksac up
the steep bit, and we managed to persuade Peter not to dive into Sell Gill Pot. We took the
forestry track to join the bridlepath past Ling Gill nature reserve and up to Cam End, for the
wonderful swoop down a motorway-standard track to Ribblehead, where we had a sandwich
washed down with tea from the van. Prising ourselves away from the tea (or was it from the
company?) we took the Horton/Settle road through Selside, then branched off on the Sulber
track.
We had Sulber to ourselves for a while, so we forced down another bite to eat, and stared at the
view until a great gaggle of walkers turned up. Then its a lovely grassy descent to the isolated
farm at Crummack, and stony tracks followed by a delightful singletrack descent to Wharfe. Even
waiting in the rain for the return of two miscreants who got ahead of the map couldn't spoil it.
Pen-y-ghent, Whernside and Ingleborough were in and out of cloud all day, and we saw Pendle
Hill in the far distance.
All of the photos courtesy of Colin Irving, apart from my picture of him having negotiated a ford,
and I couldn't resist slipping in a photo from Sulber under a clear blue sky.
Colin T.

